Common Myths About OCD Treatment

We know from years of research that the most effective treatment for OCD is exposure and response prevention (ERP) therapy. This treatment has two parts:

**Exposure** — Repeatedly and deliberately face your fears head on. This is supposed to “trigger” your anxiety

**Response prevention** — Make a choice to not engage in any ritual or compulsion. While compulsions give you temporary relief, it is these very same behaviors that are keeping you stuck in the OCD cycle.

Evidence shows that ERP is an effective treatment for OCD, but that doesn’t mean it’s easy to do. In order to increase the chances of success, it is important for both the therapist and patient to develop a deep understanding of how ERP works and its rationale.

Here are some common myths that people have about OCD treatment:

**MYTH:** OCD treatment is about fighting with your brain and internal experience (thoughts, image, and emotions).

**TRUTH:** OCD treatment is about learning to accept and be open to internal experiences.

Our brain and body’s threat signals (anxiety) exist to keep us safe and are not meant to make our lives miserable, but instead to warn us. The problem with OCD, however, is that these signals are misfiring. Consider this: what if a fire alarm wasn’t working properly and it was going off all the time, even when there was no actual fire?

If individuals learn to notice and react to their brain’s signals as information rather than an absolute truth that one is in danger, then the fight with your brain and your body and the world becomes much less intense.

**MYTH:** The goal of therapy is to eliminate intrusive thoughts and anxiety, or to “cure” OCD.

**TRUTH:** The goal of treatment is to learn how to better manage unwanted internal experiences, and how to respond more skillfully when they do come up.

By equipping oneself with the tools and expertise to regard intrusive thoughts and feelings as irrelevant (“a thought is just a thought”), one can feel more empowered to handle whatever variation of OCD may arise in the future.

OCD cannot be “cured,” but it can be successfully managed! Success in treatment entails demonstrating a willingness to experience uncomfortable thoughts and feelings as they present, and consistently making choices that follow your values, not your OCD fears. By repeatedly practicing this, over time, the intensity of your OCD symptoms become “background noise.”

**MYTH:** You must “white knuckle it” through exposure exercises, and just go through the motions of doing them.

**TRUTH:** ERP is most effective when you connect with the “spirit” of the treatment, rather than simply going through the motions. This will help you more fully benefit from ERP.

ERP treatment involves teaching you a new way of relating to your brain and anxiety. It is about developing a willingness to move towards discomfort and uncertainty. How would you learn that something isn’t that dangerous if you don’t go out and actually learn more about it? Keep in mind that any physical or mental rituals performed during an exposure to neutralize or decrease discomfort will undermine the effectiveness of the exercise. If you are still keeping yourself “safe” by doing compulsions, then your brain hasn’t learned that this situation isn’t as dangerous as once thought.

It is essential to address a core fear that your OCD is telling you. The goal is not to accept this core fear (e.g., getting ill, harming someone, etc.), but to accept the uncertainty of the fear. This perspective shift is critical to getting the most benefit from ERP.
MYTH: Accepting your thoughts means that you have to agree with them or like having them.

TRUTH: Accepting means not judging the thoughts as good or bad, and understanding that we cannot control thoughts that arise. In fact, it is the struggle to get away from the thoughts or make them go away that brings them back with more frequency and intensity!

The goal is to adopt an attitude in which “forbidden” or “taboo” thoughts are deemed to be unimportant. The reality is that the content of the OCD-related thought is irrelevant.

Nearly everyone experiences intrusive thoughts, whether or not they have OCD — it is how we respond to them that matters!

MYTH: The goal of treatment is to convince your brain that the OCD threat is not dangerous.

TRUTH: The goal of treatment is to show your brain that you can tolerate uncertainty and the accompanying discomfort.

ERP helps to build up a higher threshold for anxiety to show the brain that even though these situations or “triggers” feel dangerous, they no longer need to be treated as such.

We face uncertainty and take risks every day. The reality is that nothing in life is certain and we can never ensure that there will be zero threats, even outside the content of the OCD theme.

MYTH: You should distract yourself when feeling anxious or when doing exposure exercises.

TRUTH: It is much more beneficial to be present in the uncomfortable experiences and feelings of anxiety that come with exposures, rather than trying to avoid them.

Practice making room for discomfort by giving it permission to be there, without trying to avoid it or escape it. This approach teaches the brain that while these feelings are unwanted and uncomfortable, they are not intolerable nor dangerous.

Mindfulness tools from acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) can supplement exposures in this way.

MYTH: If you are not experiencing anxiety during an exposure, you are doing it wrong.

TRUTH: The goal of an exposure is to show the brain a willingness to experience whatever it sends your way, which may or may not lead to anxiety.

Sometimes, anxiety does not show up during an exposure exercise; this is not an issue as long as one is willing to experience the possibility of anxiety.

Practice developing a curious attitude about your internal experience. What shows up? How does it feel? What does it do if I don’t do anything with it? How does it change?

MYTH: You should feel better after therapy.

TRUTH: The aim of OCD treatment is to live better rather than feel better.

Making room for unwanted thoughts and feelings is a critical part of the OCD therapy. Often, this journey entails experiencing more difficult feelings in the short term to become better equipped to manage OCD episodes in the long term.

Instead of feeling “good,” the goal is to feel more empowered to manage OCD for the long haul, and to lessen its impact on your life.

For more information on OCD treatment, please visit the following pages on the IOCDF website: How is OCD Treated? Exposure and Response Prevention Medications for OCD.
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